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HOW TO KICK START
A NEW YEAR
Just ask Cees Lagerwerf. Displaying
no sign of over indulgence on New
Year’s Eve he registered 41 points on
America on the first day of the month,
and was duly penalised for his efforts.
When he and Lilly return from their
annual visit to Thailand he will be facing life off a very challenging handicap.
Allan Fotheringham and Peter Edstrom
each managed 36 points.

DATA PROTECTION
l/r Allan, Cees, Peter
Another on 36 was Isabella Rippinger,
followed closely home by Dina Berbner, a guest but soon to be a member.
Not able to claim second place until
federated it meant that Monique Peters slipped into that spot, with Loraine
Murphy third but also on 33.

l/r Loraine, Isabella, Monique

A dreary topic for the newsletter but an important one because we are affected by the far
reaching tentacles of legislation. As most will
know it is necessary to tick the little box which
asks you to accept “Terms and Conditions” before you can connect with your online target.
Now we are being reminded that the Members’ Directory, for example, cannot be
distributed unless all those whose telephone number and email address are in it,
and helpfully so, agree to being included.
Photographs cannot appear in the newsletter unless the subject’s approval has been given. The Committee will be discussing the situation this month but it could well be that
we will all get an email (!!) asking us to advise the Secretary if we do NOT want to be
on any lists, or receive unsolicited mailings.
Meanwhile, back to golfing matters.
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CAPTAINS’ DRIVE IN
Saturday, 5th, was a day to remember for Monique Peters and Dean Moore as they set out on their year
of office as Captains. Loraine Murphy, camera at the
ready, was at hand in the far reaches of Asia from
which the two central figures drove three balls each
towards the clubhouse where a good crowd of members, many still munching their free breakfast, applauded appropriately. Unfortunately, due to adverse
shade conditions, the action shots are not worthy of
reproduction. A pity.

This was not just a bit of fun
mixed with tradition. Bets
had been made on the distance covered by each Captain. Sonya Foster got the
prize for guessing Monique’s
136 metres, whilst Carol
Rees was only centimetres
away from Dean’s impressive
163m with his 3-wood. However, the biggest prize of the
event, no mean sum of 200
euros, went to Cudeca, the
charity La Cala GC has long
supported. Mainly thanks to
the salesmanship of the Mur-

phys. To add a nice touch it
had been discovered that
the date marked the birthday of Joan Hunt, founder
of the Hospice more than 25
years ago. Further detective
work on the part of Sherlock
Moore revealed the name of
the restaurant at which she
was celebrating her birthday,
it being her 90th such occasion. The idea was to deliver
the cheque during the eve- Captains and Vice Captains ready for the day
ning together with a photograph of all the members, as
a surprise.

And the next two years
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The competition for the day was a 2 Ball Better
Ball played on Europa and, for me, a special pleasure because my buggy companion was none
other than our Golf Director Robert Mitchell.
Being a scratch player he was probably less enthused by the pairing.
There were 30 couples fighting for 8 prizes of
which the first three were.

Robert Mitchell in action

1st 45 points Marian Hatton & Louis Lentelink, seen
here with the Lady Captain.
NO PICTURES ARE AVAILABLE
3rd 42 points Peter Hatton & Verena Haas. There
were actually six pairs on this same score!

2nd 42 points Peter Edstrom & Hazell Gilchrist

TRUISM
Flattery is the art of telling another
person exactly what they think of
themselves.
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LOVELY WEATHER CONTINUES
Tuesday the 8th on Asia was one of those good-to-be-alive
days, and few will have enjoyed it more than our IT guru
David Rogers whose 40 points rightly earned him top spot
amongst the men. Peter Edstrom, always a presence in the
upper echelons, had 38. Secretary Geoff Thompson, apart
from getting to grips with the first Committee Meeting of
2019, and a few tricky issues, hasn’t forgotten how to play
golf, as his 35 points demonstrated.

l/r Geoff & Peter
Unfortunately, due to a communication misunderstanding,
my fourball missed out on the usual post game social get
together. Pity, because it would have been a pleasure to buy
Connie Maphar-massar a complimentary drink to recognise
her 39 points achieved despite the occasional distraction.
A great competitor and delightful playing companion with
a good sense of humour. Michael and Jing Kruppa played
their part in an enjoyable round of golf but one suspects
Michael might have problems with the new three minute
rule! Elsewhere Loraine Murphy was notching up a 36
point tally to come home second, with Val Wicks third on
33 after a prolonged absence from the game.
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BEWARE THE LESSER KNOWN
NEW RULES
As we all know to our cost the fairway
of Asia’s 9th hole is divided by a dense
natural hazard, sorry, penalty area. One
has often heard it said that the drop
can be taken from the front or far side,
and the same one has observed this
on several if not numerous occasions.
A little debate arose on the subject recently and prompted me to enquire of
David Wilson for a ruling. Which was
quickly forthcoming>
“Had you been playing under the Rules
in force through December 31, 2018
this would have been possible. Under
the New Rules this is no longer permitted. Rule 17 Penalty Areas covers this
and specifically 17.1d(1) Stroke and
Distance Relief, 17.1d(2) Back-on-the
Line Relief and 17.1d(3) Lateral Relief
(Only for Red Penalty Area). There is an
option that the Committee may adopt
a Local Rule allowing lateral relief on
the opposite side of a red penalty areas
at an equal distance from the hole. I do
not believe La Cala (or the Committee)
is going to make use of this option.”

VICTORIOUS RESIDENTS
Chilly round the kneecaps it may have been but Saturday 12/1 on America was dry, and at times sunny and
warm, towards the end at least. Richard Ledgard captained the Residents in the annual match against the
Rest of the World, led this year by Rob Rosselli. 8-6 was
the final score, in favour of the holders, and after each
leader had spoken briefly, the plate was handed over
to Richard.
Prizegiving was followed by the draw for this year’s
Knockout Competitions, each announcement being
greeted with the usual gasps, groans, or tittering. It was
all conducted very efficiently by Dean Moore, assisted
by Geoff Thompson.
r/l Bashful Richard, surprisingly cheerful Rob.

FIRST MEDAL OF 2019

that some players earned sizeable handicap adjustments. Not least Captain Monique Peters whose nett
Parched Asia on a chilly Tuesday morning is not wel- 70 saw her drop 0.8 to 19.1; Liisa Lindstrom, second
coming, even with great playing partners. Throw in on handicap only, and cut also 0.8 to 23.7; third was
some uninvited back spasms, possibly the aftermath Margaret Fotheringham, unchanged after her nett 74.
of my recent fall, and it may be understood why Lilian was surprised to see me back after just nine holes.
Derek Steele, as ever, was in a good mood if not form.
Geoff Thompson maintained a steady flow of whimsical comment and nearly songs whilst playing solid
golf. Allan Fotheringham looked like a man in real
form, was building a very decent card when I vacated
my buggy seat. All three were in accord in telling me
to go home at the turn. Just wondering now whether
there was more to their unanimity than my cries of
anguish?
By now it will be known to those who use the web site

l/r Margaret, Liisa, Monique.
“Shorty” O’Connor, he of the frost free kneecaps, was
slashed 0.9 to 12.1 as a “reward” for his nett 69, doubtless
based on his relentless fitness campaign. David Millar,
at 86, is still a remarkable exponent of this game. Focused, deliberate, thoughtful and vastly experienced.
His 0.9 cut lowered him to 16.3 after a nett round of 70.
Declan Gray is an infrequent participant but invariably leaves an impression. Pipped on handicap by
David he nevertheless went home 0.8 lighter on 21.4.
Well played everyone.

l/r Arthur, Monique, Loraine, David.
(Please don’t ask!)
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A CHALLENGE FOR THE LINGUISTS
Returning to a theme touched on more than once in these
columns here is a paragraph from a recent Livery magazine.

HOW LONG IS A PIECE OF STRING?
When used in a Saturday 19/1 Bramble on Europa
the answer is five metres. The latest brain child from
the bottomless Monique Peters’ library.. UnfortuA celebration of cockney London
nately, thanks to early morning rain and the old slipPut your Alan Whickers on, don’t forget your tom- pery-under-foot fear, the ultimate winning team were
foolery and come on down to Stationers’ Hall on Tues- deprived of my services at short notice. A withdrawday, 26th February for a good old Moriarty and bubble al which may well have proved a blessing in disguise.
bath. We’ll get around the Joanna for a knees-up and Taking coffee with them afterwards it became clear that
eat some scrumptious nosh! So, don your whistle and Peter Edstrom’s captaincy and string management, couflute and bring along a Lady Godiva or two. All the bees pled with sound performances from Anne Mills and Sepand honey raised goes to the Stationers’ Foundation. po Jaasklainen, led to a total of 157 points and the usual
wine bottle reward.

l/r Seppo, Anne, Peter. Second,
and not far adrift on 155 came

l/r Monique Peters, Anne Perignon,
Allan Fotheringham, David Millar.
Third on 150 were.

l/r/Jill Davies, Arthur O’Coonor,
Loraine Murphy.

Success depended greatly on conservative use of lengths of string to improve your position, and usage of Mulligans.
There is a story doing the rounds that one captain used up 4½ metres on the first hole. This sounds unlikely and cannot
be verified.

THERE’S MORE TO GOLF
THAN HITTING A BALL

Pleasant company for a start. Making
a welcome return to the battlefield,
this time Europa on Tuesday 22/1, it
was a delight to play with Anne Perignon for the first time. A charming
French lady, with sound command of
the English language, good humour,
and a speed of play one would wish to
see in others. Our three-ball was made

up by Mike Robbins with whom it has
been ages since we played together.
His game has its highs and lows as
two 4 pointers and 4 successive blobs
demonstrated. We had a fun round
and were happy to complete the first
half in a shade under two hours. Were
it was ever thus?
The greens had been hollow tined,
some players reporting them slow as
a result. That was not our experience.

l/r Alison, Laura, (Carol absent).

Quite the opposite in fact. It was
tempting to create a shadow with the
putter and let that do the work!
Results, bare of descriptive detail,
are already published on line but,
to support the hoped for photographs to come, we can repeat Ladies
1) 36 Carol Rees 2) 36 Laura Thompson
3) 33 Alison Kirk.
Men 1) 36 Roy Davies 2)35 Peter Edstrom 3)35 Manfred Wetzel.

l/r Peter, Roy, Manfred
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THE SENIORS SWING INTO ACTION AGAIN
An encouraging sign of things to come it is hoped.
“The first fixture of the season was played at La Cala on
23/2 with La Canada as our visitors.
The match was played on America with complimentary
bottles of La Cala water being provided to all players on
the first tee as a part of the America ‘Premier Course’
package. As ever our visitors fielded a strong team with
handicaps as low as 2.8.
The result was 1.5 - 1.5 with Arthur O’Connor and Roy
Davies leading from the front with a 3&2 win followed
by a creditable half from John Mills and George Kirk. Alan
Jewett & Mike Fisher found themselves up against tough
opponents eventually losing 5&3.
At the end of the closely contested match, both teams
enjoyed the hospitality provided by the F&B team at La
Cala with the visiting team complimenting the staff and
Not quite as planned but, as ever, an enjoyable aftermath.
catering services received.”
(ED. Our thanks to the Captain/Organiser for this report.
half, and a loss made up the 3 –somehow?
Those involved in the matches included Caz Rosselli, LoWith Dorothee Schmidt now at the helm there are two raine Murphy, Alison Kirk, Monique Peters, Anne Mills
matches versus Guadalhorce on which to comment al- and Dorothee at home, with Karen O’Connor replacing
ready. The first was here, on America, on the 14th when Loraine away.
we were beaten 5-1 after some closely fought battles all The usual postmatch meal included “a delicious meal, a
ending in the last two holes.
glass of wine, and a good laugh” but unfortunately the
Come the 23rd., in the away game, on a cold and windy photographic evidence was out of focus!! (ED. “ a glass of
day, we did better, as the 3-3 scoreline will testify. A win, a wine” ??). Instead comes a picture of the lovely clubhouse.
THE SENIOR LADIES HAVE BEEN BUSIER
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MONIQUE UP TO
HER TRICKS AGAIN
Challenged more than once in the car
park ahead of the action, our Lady
Captain bravely and firmly stood her
out of step ground. Her interpretation
of the day’s WALTZ competition saw
the scoring begin with a 1 score only

irrespective of the hole on which you
started. Not in accordance with the
card which would have meant hole
one = 1 score ,hole 2 = 2 and hole 3
= 3. Our team for the day on America 26/1 began on hole 18 but with
just a single score counting instead
of three. Fortunately our captain,

1st 94 points l/r Geoff Thompson,
Wendy Warren, Wendy Hinds,
Manfred Wetzel.

2nd 85 points l/r Peter Edstrom,
Monique Peters, Matti Kaarnakari,
Iain Macaulay.

Mike Fisher, birdied it and got us
off to a good start. In fact he then
birdied the first and parred the
second, after which reality set in.
There were eleven teams involved
many of which admitted afterwards to poor scores. But not all.
The first three home were:

3rd 26 points l/r John Mills,
Dorothee Schmidt, Alison Kirk,
David Millar.

The short 16th provided some mirth, but only because our team score made thoughts of wine rewards illusional. First
one of the squad fell short of the pond, had his leg pulled for playing up, and then chipped in. Another stepped forward, after wiping the grin from his face, managed to get his tee shot part way down the slope, took a second to also
fall short of the water, and then reached is unwanted target, the pond, with his third.

INTRODUCING PAT REID
Not exactly a “new boy on the
block” but qualified for the usual
introduction as a member of recent vintage. Pat has already played
in a few competitions but is waiting to be federated(always makes
me smile!)and meanwhile plays off
a useful 16 handicap.
Born and raised in Dublin he was
educated at University College
there, graduating with a Batchelor
of Architecture degree. Since when
he has worked in Ireland, Ukraine,
U.A.E. and Khazakstan. Not forgetting Spain where he was part of
the team responsible for the initial
construction stages here at La Cala
Golf Resort. He is now retired and
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living in Fuengirola, and has started to play golf again after some ten
years of swinging his clubs just a
couple of times a year.
Golf is not his only sporting love.
A keen enthusiast of many games
when younger he represented
Dublin in Gaelic Football and Hurling, whilst also playing league of
Ireland football. Choosing La Cala
to be his golfing home was partly
due to his initial association with
the club, but also because it offers
three challenging courses, the natives are very friendly, and a good
selling job on the part of old friend
Damien Murphy. Who deserves
commission for bringing us a sociable addition to the ranks. Well
done Damien, and welcome Pat.

BURNS NIGHT
After a lapse of two years, and
thanks to the enthusiastic efforts of Alison Kirk, this traditional event took place in the
clubhouse and was limited to 52
members and guests, tickets selling quickly. All attending were
invited to wear something tartan,
which most managed, whilst the
hard core, around which the evening revolved, were in kilts and
full tartan uniform. Colourful
and impressive.
The menu probably has’nae
changed for decades and began
with a version of scotch broth,
followed by a taster course of
haggis, neeps and tatties, transla-

tions for which can be found in
Wikipedia. In stark contrast the
main course of steak, chips and
vegetables sounded rather basic. It was followed by ice cream
and redcurrants, coffee/tea and
shortbreads.
Captain Dean Moore, disguised
as the late, great comedian Chic
Murray, master of the one liner(I
had a tragic childhood. My parents didn’t understand me. They
were Japanese.)introduced the
top table inhabitants before Lady
Captain Monique Peters offered
the Selkirk Grace. First of the
main acts was veteran David Millar whose “Address to the Haggis”
came from the heart, including as
it did a whisky toast.

Caught in the act

David was addressing the haggis
with a wee dram to hand

Next up was Iain Macaulay, of similar vintage to David,
who did the “Immortal Memory” speech with obvious
feeling and a fair amount of research. Once was when Iain
would entertain those gathered by playing the bagpipes,
with which he was highly skilled. As with other aspects of
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life the requisite strength of breath is no longer available.
As a member Eunice Muir is relatively new despite having
lived and played here for some years. It was she who rose
to respond “Frae the Lassies” which she did with confidence, wit,and healthy applause.

Murdo McCorquodale is better known for his
professional golfing skills up the road at our
Academy, but it was he who not only provided all the evening’s music, and temperamental mike, but again demonstrated his word
perfect command of the “Tam-O-Shanter”
poem, even though the actual words were beyond most of our understanding.
To thank everyone, and close the show, was
the lot of your editor and then it was “Auld
Lang Syne” time, hand holding, arms crossing, a bit of congested dancing, and a warm,
friendly way on which to finish the proceedings. At least for most. Rumours of an ongoing
party have yet to be substantiated but sound
likely to be well founded.
All those who volunteered time, effort and
performance deserve a big vote of thanks.
UNRELATED REMARKS
Hugh McIlvanney’s name may not register
with many members but for me it was sad to
hear he had passed away at the age of 84. He
was a remarkable sporting journalist, an architect of beautiful sentences, and a joy to read.
As a life time tennis player and lover of the
game it was a source of great pleasure for me
to watch this years Australian Open in Melbourne. The ultimate winners deserved to be
just that, but along the two week path to the
finals there were any number of memorable
games. We may be approaching “changing of
the guard” time, and overdue perhaps, so TV
tennis should have no trouble holding their
audiences.

Flavio Papa and Dean Moore, two happy ‘burners”
JANUARY ENDS ON ASIA
There is much going on around
this campo right now but sixty
members turned up on Tuesday
29/1 to see out the last of the
month’s competitions, a straightforward Stableford devoid of any
numeracy challenges, or cord
cutting.
Early starts on Asia are tough on
the eyes when the sun is shining brightly straight at you, as it
was. The greens were smooth and
slick, the closely trimmed fairways carrying your ball a falsely
rewarding distance. My companions could not have been much
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better. All of a similar age bracket, ability, experience, and all
equipped with quips and banter
to satisfy the most demanding.It
may even surprise some to read
that conversation dealt on a wide
range of subjects including county dialects and phonetic spelling.
Derek Steele was “chooffed” (as
in “poof”, Derek.)when we fell
to discussing the language of his
native Derbyshire. Geoff Thompson spoke provocatively at times
on behalf of his Lancashire background, and most other things,
whilst Arthur O’Connor is never backward in coming forward

when verbal warfare is available. A great day, apart from
my golf and physical wellbeing. Fortunately the other
three did rather better. Indeed my buggy partner came
out top of the heap..
Geoff Thompson 37 cut 0.3 = 17.6: Peter Edstrom 36; Alan
Jewett 35.
Nothing significant is reported from the ladies activities
where the day’s leaders were Carol Rees 37 trimmed 0.3 to
16.6; 36 Ursual Wetzel ; 34 Dorothee Schmidt.

ROGER DEW
We are happy to include a late bit of news about this
well known member who is fighting cancer right now
at home in England. Roger hasn’t been able to play
golf for five months, and faces another 15 more treatment weeks, after which he is not allowed to travel for
9 weeks. All of which adds up to it being September
before our courses are again blessed with his enviable
skills and well voiced opinions. His email concludes
with “I have had so many emails it is amazing and so
supportive. If you do put anything in the newsletter
please say a big THANK YOU from me to everyone who
have been in touch”.

CUDECA CAR
To finish on a happy note we are pleased to include a
photograph of the useful and promotional car bought
for the hard working hospice staff from the money we
at La Cala raised last year. Sean can be seen alongside
Joan Hunt, the legendary founder of the charity.

jackperry27@gmail.com
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